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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few of you that know me know my parent company PROSOCO, a company founded almost 77 years ago across the river in Kansas City, Kansas.   Among the product groups now offered by PROSOCO are a range of fluid applied air barriers, WRBs and air tightening sealants.   This presentation however, is born out of another related company that I share ownership in with a Seattle based company called Building Envelope Innovations – BEI.  In a 50:50 partnership between PROSOCO and BEI we formed another company that uses all of the design verification and product development testing equipment that some of you may have seen in action at one of our road in well over 100 cities over the past 3 – 4 years. When we formed Building Envelope Analysis a few years ago, all of our investment was, and is, tied up in sophisticated, high precision test chambers.  So much so that when it came time to brand the new venture we could only afford to buy a single vowel.  That’s how BEA came to be. This, like other presentations, is a small portion of a much more detailed paper that I’d be happy to share with you on request.  The paper details a much more involved window repair design



Taking the Lab 
to the Field 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
that did mobilize one of our portable design verification test chambers to.  What we’ll describe today however, has much broader utility and requires little more than a drill, a precision dispensing caulk gun, and some incidental bits and pieces you can fit in a pocket.    Whether you elect to use a product that we developed for this or one inspired by something we developed is, frankly, irrelevant to me.  The point is the process, we believe has the potential to restore the intended water management characteristics of newly purchased or relatively young windows in a minimially invasive and cost effective way.  performance to design and proof the repair.  The repair we’ll describe today however, is very simple.  It literally window repair we’re gong to discuss today does not require



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having it on site streamlines the testing process and allows other members of the construction team and the owners or their representatives to “participate” in the testing and proofing process.   This improves understanding and acceptance of the final repairs.   All Notified Parties   



1. Simple jobsite testing can prevent many 
window leaks before they occur.      

2. The availability of better performing 
windows increases the potential for 
water and air leakage.   

3. Early intervention with minimally 
invasive repairs may avoid the need for 
more extensive, costly repairs.   

 
Learning Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what I‘m going to talk about today is not reliant on highly sophisticated testing equipment or modeling programs.  This is a simple, low tech window repair procedure that may seem out of place in a conference like this.    This repair will not magically transform an average building into a High Performance building – not if high performance is synonymous with LEED v.4, Passive House, Living Building Challenge, Net Zero or Net positive standards.  



Windows Types  
Punched Openings 

Extruded Vinyl 
Wood  Frame 
Aluminum 
Fiberglass 
Other 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This most common repair is conducted on Extruded Vinyl Windows.  That’s what  we will demonstrate on today, but the repair can be similarly successful on extrusions of any type you’re likely to encounter in window assemblies.    



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the more windows you have the more likely you are to suffer rain water leakage related to the window or the window install.  This is where our story about a simple window repair - aimed at saving money, time and inconvenience - got it’s start.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a repair that needs to be implemented before a 100 dollar problem progresses into a 100,000 dollar nightmare –



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It will not magically transform an average building into a High Performance building – not if high performance is synonymous with LEED, Passive House, Living Building Challenge, Net Zero or Net positive standards.   Which is why I was encouraged yesterday to hear John Straube give voice to the notion that the term “high performance” is really in the eyes of the guy that’s paying the bills.    �When you’re talking traditional stick frame, punched opening, multi family or mixed use, spec buildings



Owner / Developer define 
“High Performance” as: 
 Full Occupancy 
 Easily Maintained 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many property developers define High Performance as achieving full occupancy in a building that is easily maintained.      Their goal is to take full advantage of the premium they paid for real estate with access to urban centers; coastal, mountain or golf course views. For them to minimize their window to wall ratio would be a recipe for failure With access to so many low cost, energy efficient windows, they’d be fools not to



Presenter
Presentation Notes
replace mass with glass, views of sheetrock for sweeping views of the natural landscape or city skyline that attracted people to that location in the first place.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The phenomenon is repeated over and over 



Growing 
popularity 
of Energy 
Efficient 
Windows 

Increasing 
Window-
to-Wall 
Ratio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wider availability of better performing windows translates into increased window to wall ratios.  



Modern multi-family 
structures have 
higher window-to-
wall ratios.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The repair was born out of necessity when a repeat client approached their go-to leak investigation and repair contractor with a dilemma.  Occupants in several of their units were complaining of water getting inside their living units.  During each of the frequent rain showers that occur in the Pacific Northwest, people were having to break out their mops, starting to complain of damage to their interior finishes and furnishings.  The manager was fearful that a whole scale window replacement program may be necessary, but their was no way the Home Owners Association could afford that.  Wheir assessments were only intended to cover routine maintenance.   HELP.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
when instead you’re talking about relatively low cost, “energy efficient” extruded vinyl windows, many building occupants and managers wrongly presume that when water leaks in around a window, it’s time to replace the window  



The problem: 
• Windows leak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone in this room knows that, in spite of the lip service paid by the window manufacturer, windows leak.  Those that don’t leak today are likely to leak at some time in the near future.As a practical matter most property owners don’t view windows as a building component that needs to be maintained.  We routinely



Presenter
Presentation Notes
People in this room recognize that performance of even the most expensive, well designed windows will degrade over time … that to restore optimal performance certain components – often those tied to air or water leakage - need to be periodically replaced or otherwise repaired.    But when you’re not talking about those most expensive, highest performing windows – 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very often property owners are baited into doing so by companies that promise 10, 15 even 20% energy savings if only you’ll replace the windows they sold you in 2009 with their latest 2015 model that now boasts enhanced energy performance.   _________________________________  So the demonstration that my partner Tom Schneider is about to carry out presumes that the sill track test has proven that the window in question is leaking water at one of the two bottom heat welded miters.  That leakage may occur outside or within the opening that the window is set in.   Once leakage is confirmed a hole, sufficient in size to receive a boroscope, can be drilled in the horizontal  sill of the window to identify the cause of leakage and check for any debris within the extrusion that could compound a repair process.   This hole also allows you to assess the number and configuration of the extrusion cells.   A corresponding hole is then drilled through the vertical leg immediately above the height of the back lip of the window extrusion.  A rigid wire probe is used to measure the depth of each cell and those measurements are then transferred to the injection tube to be used as a guide for you to inject sufficient material into the cell to flow down into and seal off the miter from the inside of each chamber.    with more energy efficient windows, ones that they guy selling them says will save us up to 40% on our energy bills.  Of course, the problem is you rarely – like NEVER – get that kind of payback because is the brand new energy efficient window you’re installing may be no more energy efficient than the 3 to 7 year old window you’re replacing.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make matters worse, if you install it the same way the last one was installed, it may leak in about the same place the last one did.  New window, new leak, familiar location.  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=window+replacement&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=PawDVZ_jQuvi8M&tbnid=ZmUGdB_L1hiowM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.angieslist.com/windows-and-doors/windows.htm&ei=CHMiUd2XF4Xz2QXckoHACQ&psig=AFQjCNH7ylWiOKyqnIeW_3JXdjT3WHiGbA&ust=1361298429111086


Delivery 

18-20% of new windows 
received on a jobsite will 
fail a simple sill track test.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because window leak, many times right off the truck.  Assuming all of your windows were properly crated and secured during shipment.On average out of every 100 windows delivered to a jobsite, 20 will leak right off of the truck.  Send those 20 failing windows back,  and 4 of the replacement windows will leak.;Send those back and the odds are good that one of the 4 replacement replacement windows will leak.     



Sill Track Test (AAMA 511-08 4.2.1.2.1) 
1. Block weep system 
2. Fill sill frame with water 
3. Wait 15 minutes to detect any drop in water 

level. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To avoid shipping or installing leaky windows the window manufacturers or the window installers could be proactive and conduct a simple sill track test -Tape off the weeps, fill the sill with water and monitor any water loss over 15 minutes.But that takes time, particularly if you get into the return-and-replace scenario I described just a minute ago.  And besides, who pays for that?  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will demonstrate a sill track test here in just a moment, What you’re looking for is water that 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaks out of the sill track. Typically through over-ground, over-cut or damaged miters.If that leakage occurs outside of the structural assembly it may drain harmlessly awayBut if it gets behind a wet sealed flange, a flange flashed with an imprevious self adhering flashing tape, or behind an air barrier that is not vapor permeable



Presenter
Presentation Notes
That vertical mulch that so many rely on as sheathing could suffer severe damage in a relatively short period of time.    To implement the repair you’re going to see here, 



Corroded Fasteners 

Decayed Sheathing & 
Structural Members 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
we want to catch the leak before it gets to this point. 
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We want to catch it before the big fans come outbefore excessive and progressive damage occurs.  
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Presentation Notes
We want to catch it as soon as possible after leaks are first noticed inside the rough opening.  Leaks that first manifest themselves as small puddles or stains to interior finishes.  



The problem: 
• Windows leak 
• 20% leak rate upon delivery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, it’s not just the condition of the window as received that’s the problem



Delivery 

Offload 

Storage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 It’s the condition of the window after you set it down hard a few times during offload Or moves from one temporary storage area to another on a busy jobsite



Delivery 

Offload 

Storage 

Handling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s all the handling by your guys, or other trades forced to work around them until you’re ready to 
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Stage and install a heavy, slightly out of square window into a significantly out of square rough rough opening 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=window+replacement&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=PawDVZ_jQuvi8M&tbnid=ZmUGdB_L1hiowM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.angieslist.com/windows-and-doors/windows.htm&ei=CHMiUd2XF4Xz2QXckoHACQ&psig=AFQjCNH7ylWiOKyqnIeW_3JXdjT3WHiGbA&ust=1361298429111086


Presenter
Presentation Notes
That may be overstuffed with multiple layers of stuff or heavy goo that conspires to prevent you from ever achieving a truly 
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Presentation Notes
Plumb level and square installation of anything … let alone a waterproof installation. 



Delivery 

Offload 

Storage 

Handling 

Flashing 

Installing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, it’s the conditions that windows are subjected to on the jobsite, immediately before and during installation, that many window manufacturers point to as the main reason so many windows leak.    



The problem: 
• Windows leak 
• 20% leak rate upon delivery 
• Additional leakage due to 

handling/installation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if the leaks fresh out of the factory, and the leaks created while windows are being manhandled and installed on a jobsite weren’t bad enough, there is another interesting phenomenon caused by our ready access to cost effective, energy efficient windows.  A phenomenon that has compounded the problem of leaky windows.   



Continuous, 
waterproof,    
vapor-permeable    
flashing 
membrane.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NO, if you’re going to the expense of replacing windows most in this room know that it’s prudent to waterproof the entire rough opening – using whatever products you have most confidence in We have an opinion on that topic that we’d be happy to share with those that are interested.  
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Presentation Notes
around all four sides of the window to ensure that water that gets through the window and into the rough opening does not get into the building.  Instead it drains out to the WRB or Air Barrier that is correctly tied into the waterproofing around the rough opening.    Why is that so important?  



AAMA 502 recognizes that 
damage from transport, 
handling and install is so 
likely that post-
installation warranty and 
confidence testing 
should be limited to 2/3 
of the window’s design 
pressure.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s prompted their industry organization to say, in AAMA 502, that if you intend to test the performance of a window after installation, you should really only test to 2/3 of the design load for that window.    Of course what they’re not promoting is that buyers should be awarded a 33% discount on those same windows.     

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=aama&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=1rgsjlk0i_wp_M&tbnid=liD4rt_Eixs7UM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.compositology.com/news/industry_news/aama-2012-schedule/&ei=WNJdUcHeHoey8AS-tYCABw&bvm=bv.44770516,d.eWU&psig=AFQjCNEam_-eIWnuZE4-TOP1MqYHgzOFEg&ust=1365189545587592
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Presentation Notes
The more severe weather conditions that are the Genesis of most building failures. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
True, looming energy efficiency benchmarks, coupled with a rash of truly catastrophic natural disasters over the past 10 years has moved the ball a bit, changed our expectationsbut these new standards were not in place when the buildings we’re all repairing today were originally constructed. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=high+performing+buildings&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=SZ34tKImrEC-TM&tbnid=DBpakBHfAxdFQM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.betterbuildingstandards.com/&ei=AtRdUc_5NouK9QTl5oDwAw&bvm=bv.44770516,d.eWU&psig=AFQjCNEXuWmcHSMwtvc0OxQqTFAOQxbEuw&ust=1365189982115567
http://www.builderscounsel.com/?attachment_id=3815


Some water leakage 
is acceptable when 
windows are exposed 
to wind-driven rain 
that exceeds 15% of 
the design load.   
 
Acceptable? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And even if they were we’re still bucking industries that proclaim their hurricane resistant bona fides with performance that withstands everything but RAIN.  What’s that about?  



The problem: 
• Windows leak 
• 20% leak rate upon delivery 
• Additional leakage due to 

handling/installation 
• Increasing Window-to-Wall ratios 
• Performance expectations are too low 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, that’s the problem as we see it.  I’m going to turn it over to Stace to walk us through the fix.  



The problem: 
• Windows leak 
• 20% leak rate upon delivery 
• Additional leakage due to 

handling/installation 
• Increasing Window-to-Wall ratios 
• Performance expectations are too low 



Compromised 
corner miter 

hhtp://prosoco.com/window-repair 



 



 



 









 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the purpose of this discussion we’re gong to focus on Extruded Vinyl Windows – the window most commonly encountered on jobsites today.  But you’ll recognize that many of the techniques we’ll describe are appropriate for other window types as well.  













 







 



Window Replacement  
Installed Costs – Puget Sound 
Region 
5 X 5 EV, energy 
efficient horizontal 
slider, low-e glass: 
 $385 - $600 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently in the Puget Sound region, the cost to remove an existing 5 by 5 leaky window and replace it with a good quality, 5 by 5, extruded vinyl, energy efficient, horizontal slider with low-e glass will range between $385 and $600 
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Presentation Notes
Depending upon how difficult removal of the original window is and what you need to go through to tie the replacement window into the other water management details. 



Window Replacement  
Installed Costs – Puget Sound 
Region 
5 X 5 EV, energy 
efficient horizontal 
slider, low-e glass: 
 $385 - $600 
    $250 materials 

  + $135-$350 labor 
 
Add 50% for double hung,  
90% for casement or awning.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently in the Puget Sound region, the cost to remove an existing 5 by 5 leaky window and replace it with a good quality, 5 by 5, extruded vinyl, energy efficient, horizontal slider with low-e glass will range between $385 and $600 



Item/Task per 
window 

Labor 
(minutes) Matl. $ Equipt $ 

Set up and 
protection 10 1.50 

- 

Drill hole in 
jamb 

5   1.00 

Install WRS  15 35.00 .50 
Clean-up 5 .50   

Miscellaneous 5 .25   

TOTAL 40 37.25 1.50 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember most of these repairs can be made from inside the living unit or business, so access equipment is not needed.  Once you’re in, install a little plastic, tape and carpet maskDrill your holes – prorate the cost of our drill and drill bits over the entire projectInstall the window repair sealant – material cost is about $35 – prorate the cost of your precision caulk gun over the entire projectWipe the window down with a little rubbing alcohol, install your beauty caps, pull up the protection and your talking an average elapsed time of 40 minutes per window.



40 min. labor @ sell rate of $75 per hour = $50.00 
 

Materials + Equipment = $38.75 X 120% = $46.50 
 

Total per window repair price = $96.50 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming  a labor sell rate of $75 per hourApply a margin to your materials and you’re flirting with a sell price of $100 per window



40 min. labor @ sell rate of $75 per hour = $50.00 
 

Materials + Equipment = $38.75 X 120% = $46.50 
 

Total per window repair price = $96.50 

Cost for 250 window repair project = $24,125.00 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming  a labor sell rate of $75 per hourApply a margin to your materials and you’re flirting with a sell price of $100 per window
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Presentation Notes
Contributing more construction waste to our already over stuffed landfills 
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Presentation Notes
So now you’re thinking, hell if it’s that easy 



Pacific NW 
Condominiums: 
 

Problem – Leaky windows 
 

Originally Proposed 
Repair – Total window 
replacement. 
  

Original Estimate - 
$1,200,000. 
 

Window Repair Solution - 
$130,000 
 

Savings to the Owners of 
$1,070,000 



Bellevue Condominiums: 
 



Bellevue Condominiums: 
 

Problem -  Water infiltration through the wall assembly. 
 

Proposed Repair – Strip, re-clad, window replacement. 
  

Original Repair Estimate - $4.5 million. 
 

Window Repair Solution -  $850,000 
 

Savings to Owner - $3,650,000 





North Seattle Apartments: 
 

Problem – Leaky windows. 
 

Proposed Repair – Strip, re-clad, window replacement. 
 

Original Estimate - $3.2 million. 
 

Window Repair Solution - $775,000 
 

Savings to the Owners - $2,425,000 





The Seattle Building 
Problem – Leaky windows 
Proposed Repair -  Strip and re-clad, window replacement 
Original Repair Estimate - $2.8 Million 
Window Repair Solution -  $625,000 
Savings to the Owners -  $2,175,000 





South Seattle Apartments: 
 

Problem – Leaky windows 
 

OriginallyProposed Repair – Total Window replacement. 
  

Original Repair Estimate - $1,350,000 
 

Window Repair Solution - $550,000 
 

Savings to the Owners - $725,000 



The beneficiaries: 
• Residents 
• Businesses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people that benefit the most from such repairs?  Obviously those that aren’t displaced or inconvenienced by more lengthy or involved repairs The owners that don’t get a black eye for having their recently completed buildings undergo major restoration within a few years of occupancy, Their insurance companies,The environment. 



The beneficiaries: 
• Residents 
• Businesses 
• The Constructors 
• Property Owners 
• The Insurance 

Company 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people that benefit the most from such repairs?  Obviously those that aren’t displaced or inconvenienced by more lengthy or involved repairs The owners that don’t get a black eye for having their recently completed buildings undergo major restoration within a few years of occupancy, Their insurance companies,The environment. 



The obstacles: 
• Opportunistic contractors 

/ Associates 
• Window manufacturers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The obstacles to such repairsContractors – or associates - that thrive on swinging for the fences, hitting the big home run, the jackpot.    The big project that they bid low fully intending to profit big on change orders. Window manufacturers that are only too happy to point the finger at someone else or hide behind rigged industry standards, and then supply 300 new windows on the same project they supplied 300 windows to just a few years ago.  For many a leaky building is the gift that keeps on giving.     Lawyers that profit from litigating window leakage cases The financial institutions that finance multi million dollar repairs



The obstacles: 
• Opportunistic contractors 

/ Associates 
• Window manufacturers 
• Ambulance chasers 
• Financial institutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The obstacles to such repairs Lawyers that profit from litigating window leakage cases The financial institutions that finance multi million dollar repairs



The opportunity: 
• Repeat business 
• Negotiated work 
• Better margins 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
e opportunity – Everyone in this room is a pretty sophisticated business person.  You know the costs associated with generating new business.  You know that the best kind of business is repeat business, with loyal customers for whom you are their “go to guy” when it comes water getting into occupied spaces that it’s not supposed to be in.  You know that the best way to earn repeat business is to bring more value to a project than your competition.  And if you can affect a lasting repair today for a fraction of the price and inconvenience that more extensive repairs would require years from now once all of the money to complete the repairs has been collected or saved – THAT brings value to your customer … your now loyal customer.    And it should help you sleep at night, knowing that you’ve avoided a wholly unnecessary waste of time, money, materials and space in our landfills at the expense of opportunistic competitors, greedy window manufacturers, manipulative lawyers and too big to fail financial institutions.   You’ll sleep well because you’ve put the concept of “Sustainability” into practice.   Thanks for your attention.   



The opportunity: 
• Repeat business 
• Negotiated work 
• Better margins 
• Referrals 
• A good night’s 

sleep 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
e opportunity – Everyone in this room is a pretty sophisticated business person.  You know the costs associated with generating new business.  You know that the best kind of business is repeat business, with loyal customers for whom you are their “go to guy” when it comes water getting into occupied spaces that it’s not supposed to be in.  You know that the best way to earn repeat business is to bring more value to a project than your competition.  And if you can affect a lasting repair today for a fraction of the price and inconvenience that more extensive repairs would require years from now once all of the money to complete the repairs has been collected or saved – THAT brings value to your customer … your now loyal customer.    And it should help you sleep at night, knowing that you’ve avoided a wholly unnecessary waste of time, money, materials and space in our landfills at the expense of opportunistic competitors, greedy window manufacturers, manipulative lawyers and too big to fail financial institutions.   You’ll sleep well because you’ve put the concept of “Sustainability” into practice.   Thanks for your attention.   



The solution: 
• Inject appropriate 

sealant into leak-
prone areas.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve got some left over goop, I’ve got a drill, I can probably do that kind of repair at an even higher margin …  Well you’re right – but remember, most of these repairs  are installed from the inside of occupied units so it’s important    



The solution: 
• Inject appropriate 

sealant into leak-
prone areas.  

 Odorless 
 Solvent Free 
 Primerless 
 Moisture tolerant 
 Adheres to EV, Al, etc  
 Flowable 
 Fast Setting 
 Durable  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It needs to adhere tenaciously to Vinyl, Aluminum and anything else it may encounter in the windowIt needs to flow from the injection port down the side of each cell to the leaky miterIt needs to be fast setting and it needs to effect a lasting repair.   





Doing it Right the Second Time 

Minimally Invasive, Cost-Effective 
Solutions for Window Repair vs. 

Replacement 
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Ron Tatley 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in the first quarter of 2009, this group convened our winter technical meeting in the US Virgin Islands.  How many here attended the meeting in St. Thomas?  In some ways that seems like yesterday, but the pace the building envelope and energy efficient design markets have evolved, 2009 was a long time ago.  I was serving on the SWRI board at that time and in the after-the-meeting-meeting that all board members attendea – while the rest of us are scurrying for the airport, the bar, the beach or the tee box -  Robert Forrer arrived with what he called “A Big idea.  A really big idea.”  To which I said, “we’re gonna need a bigger room.”   Robert’s really big idea was “Sustainment”
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